NO netting, health and stress - studying wellness from a net perspective.
On the nature of wellness, stress, netting and the radical gas nitric oxide (NO). The multi-complex role of NO resulted in its discoverers receiving a Nobel award, its presence everywhere and volatility makes it a suitable candidate to be a main signal in an instantaneous communication network. Such network, with the capacity of tight physiological monitoring, enables assets distributions in the body. A model is presented suggesting that an inter-cellular communication network coordinates the various bodily functions. Radical gases like nitric oxide (NO) are signals in this net and its usability affects health and indicates wellness. From this netting point of view, stress is the sense of flow interruption or blockage of the information stream. Such flow interruption affects also physiological functions and can explain the association between stress and many ailments. It is suggested that netting is a prerequisite route of wellness, enabling bodily unconscious managerial decisions. This vital diffusive network is extremely labile and potentially could contain the interplay of consciousness and unconsciousness effected by activities such as yoga or guided imagery. Vast data from studies on NO signals, health and the relaxation/stress processes have already been accumulated. Integration of these data supports this novel look of an NO network as a coordinator. Interactions between stress and health are discussed in net perspective and include basic concepts of some integrative health approaches. Studying the nature of such communication network and of NO may suggest new ways to reduce stress and approach wellness.